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Students Deliver Petitions for Higker Ed Funding
about
to tell their
f riend s.
keeping
T h e j
Members of the lobbying group, higher
know that
Yirginia21, staged a media event education
student is
affordable"
outside of the General Assembly
going
to
With the
building yesterday by creating a
go home
7-foot wall of 12,531 boxed peti- conclusion
and tell his
tions signed by students who of his
<>r her pardemand more funding for higher speech, the
ents about
students
of
education. This demonstration
this at the
Virginia21
was purposely held outside of
dinner
the General Assembly building at began car11:25 a.m., the approximate time rying the 7-foot wall made ojstudent petitions table."
delegates would be walking next boxes
Photo courtesy of Jarxt Jona
inside of
door to their session meetings.
Virginia21 began this "Save
While the boxes of petitions the General Assembly building.
The
petitions
were
separated
1,246
campaign" campaign in
were being stacked, Eddie
according
to
district,
so
each
dele|anuary
by handing out petitions
O'Leary, the student body president of Virginia Commonwealth gate received signatures from his to each college in Virginia and
encouraging the students to sign
University, presented a speech representative area.
According to David Solimini, to let their representatives know
explaining the purpose and
importance of the petitions. the communications director for they care.
If the necessary funding is not
"The message is clear: Higher Virginia21, each delegate was
going
to
receive
at
least
one
box
allotted
to higher education insrieducation must be a priority for
the Commonwealth's budget in full of petitions that they would nations, a tuition increase will not
order to keep college affordable. be seeing for the first time. "The be the only threat to students,
And I believe this huge pile of representatives do not see each Solimini explained that professors
boxes shows us all just how much student as one vote, they see five, may lose their jobs or simply leave
Virginia's young people care They know the students are going because Virginia is not paying
Janet Jones
\:ditor-m-( hirj
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enough. If this happens the number of students in classrooms will
increase and students will face
much more difficulty in trying to
take the classes they need to graduate on time.
Moments after this demonstration Delegate David Nutter made
a motion in the session meeting
to inform the rest of the representatives about the Virginia21
petitions they would find upon
returning to their offices and reiterate how important higher education funding is to the
Commonwealth.
Longwood was represented at
this event by students Kristen
Casalenuovo and Kristina Kada.
They carried the petitions to
Richmond earlier in the week,
allowing Longwood to contribute
to the wall. The 12,531 petitions
have been handed out to the delegates, but as petitions continue
to come in, Virginia21 is going to
continue to distribute the signatures to delegates.

Local Demonstrator Awaits Trial in Jail
Kristen Casalenuovo
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David Lee Wiley, more commonly known to Longwood students as the flag man, has not
been seen at any of his usual
protest locations for several
months.
January 30, several students
witnessed him in Prince Edward
County Circuit Court clad in an
orange jump suit. His hearing
was continued until March 30 to
allow time for a psychological
examination.
Public records indicate that
Wiley is being brought up on
four
charges:
harassment,
obscene language, felonious
assault and battery, and obstruction of justice.
The first two charges were
filed on November 10 by
Farmville police investigator
LW. Stimpson. He alleges that
Wiley called 911 dispatch more

than thirty times over a period of and obstruction charges were due
two days. Wiley was complaining to Wiley resisting arrest.
Wiley offers a different perto the operator about social and
moral issues, as well as some gen- spective. "I was beaten severely
eral threats. Stimpson cited one and sprayed in the eyes with mace.
example as, "there is going to be They sent out approximately nine
squad cars to the scene; I was
blood shed."
Stimpson reports, "We couldn't alone."
This isn't the first time Wiley
have him tying up the county's
has
had run-ins with the law due
emergency phone lines." He
claims Wiley wasn't arrested right to allegations of harassment and
away because he could not be assault. One member of the comlocated. Contrary to popular munity who wishes to remain
belief, Wiley owns a modest home nameless, but has known Wiley
for over twenty years, states that
in town, but he is rarely there.
he
is probably safer in jail.
The felonious assault and bat"He has made derogatory
tery, and obstruction of justice
charges were filed following remarks to women such that if
Wiley's arrest on November 14 by their boyfriends are around, he
Farmville police officer R.E. could get himself hurt."
No Longwood students who
Ragland who found him demonstrating with his flags on were questioned ever spoke negatively about their interactions with
Milnwood Avenue.
Ragland did not return tele- Wiley.
Spencer Travis, for example,
phone
inquiries.
Although
Stimpson was not present at the articulates these sentiments: "He
scene, he confirms that the assault was never anything but polite and

courteous when he spoke to me.
He just wanted to spread the
gospel message."
Sarah Gayle, a Longwood student and the Publicity Director of
WMLU, noticed Wiley demonstrating outside Macadoo's a couple weeks before his arrest and
decided to grab a hot cocoa to-go
and have a conversation with him.
"While I was talking to David,
the cops pulled up around us with
headlights on, looking to see if I
was being harassed or if he was
causing trouble; looking to see if
they can legally arrest him. He
knew his rights; he was standing
on public property, not disturbing
traffic, and not harming business."
Gayle expresses these thoughts
on Wiley after their interaction: "I
never had the opportunity to fully
comprehend his life or protest, all
I know is he wasn't a bad man, and
somewhere in his madness I found
something profoundly inspirational and American."
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Words From The Editor: Our Cheating Hearts
!The majority of
holidays
in
America have
strayed so far
from their origins that those
celebrating
them probably do not know
what they are celebrating.
After much in depth research
I believe that Valentines Day
may be the finest case of this
blind rejoicing.
Valentine's Day did not
originate with a Saint, but
rather with the Roman fertility festival of the Lupercalia.
The ancient Romans viewed
Lupercalia as a purification
and fertility rite. The festival
began with the Luperci
priests gathering on Palentine
Hill at the cave of Lupercal.
These priests proceeded to
sacrifice goats and a dog,
where the Vestal Virgins
would smear the blood on two
young men, who would then
run through the crowd in loin-

cloths lashing everyone with
strips of skin from the goats,
promoting fertility.
The names of young
women were then placed in a
box and drawn out by men,
to Unk the two together for
sexual purposes. Those
women were then given to
the men for the raping, thus
the origin of our current
Valentine Day cards.
During
the
rise
of
Christianity the church
introduced another holiday
to detract attention from the
Pagan
festival—here we
encounter St. Valentine. He
lived under the rule of
Claudius II who placed a
ban on Christianity and marriage after war broke out and
men stopped volunteering to
fight. Saint Valentine was
both hosting underground
Christian activity and secretly marrying lovers. When
this was brought to the
attention
of
Emporer
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Claudius he was irritated, to
say the least, and had Saint
Valentine beaten to death and
beheaded on February 14th.
In 4% A.D, during the reign
of Pope Gelasius, this festival
of Lupercalia assimilated into
St. Valentine's Day. So if you
find
yourself
alone
on
Valentine's day this year, as so
many of us do, the Lupercalia
seems a safe alternative to
watching Love Story and weeping so vigorously that you
choke on one of those small,
ever so lethal chocolates found
in the red, shiny Hallmark
heart. This loneliness that
dominates humanity most likely results from the overlooked
fact that the majority of mammals are not intended to practice monogamy.
Neurology researcher, Dr.
Fisher, found that there are
three types of love and, "you
can feel deep attachment for a
long-term spouse, while you
feel romantic love for someone

else, while you feel the sex
drive in situations unrelated to
either partner." This ultimately means that it is possible to
love more than one person at a
time, which leads to adultery,
promiscuity, jealousy and
divorce. Dr. Fisher observes,
"We were not built to be
happy, but to reproduce."
The brains of animals,
humans included, are set up
with a reward system which
makes us do things we ought
to, which in turn creates
learned behaviors like long
term relationships. As we continue to follow this pattern,
the chemical dopamine is
released into our brains providing feelings of happiness
This information contradicts
the idea that everyone will end
up married happily ever after,
so I needed to know why we
ever thought marriage was an
ideal life plan.
The institution of marriage
began when tribal groups

would take time from their
busy schedule of raping, pillaging and burning, and warriors would capture the most
desirable woman. To claim
her as his property, the warrior would consummate his
conquest with marriage.
Our current celebration of
Valentine's Day glorifies the
difficult task of maintaining
these relationships that go
against the true nature of
humans. This year when you
curse Valentine's Day remember that it is neither the fault
of your cheating ex, nor the
consumer driven corporations. If you need a scapegoat,
I
suggest
Pope
Gelasius, who ended a
Roman tradition that sounds
like a hell of a good time.

Janet Jones
liditor-'w-C.hitj

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
Here I am sitting comfortably at
my computer, a senior, graduating
college, entering the workforce,
and 1 can't help but feel disappointed in myself.
College is quickly coming to a
close and I can't help but feel a
sense of incompleteness.
When I think about graduating
college in a rime of such political
upheaval and never once standing
up for something I believe in I
can't help but feel a litde empty and
shallow.
Maybe I feel nostalgic, if that's
even the proper term, for the good
ole days when college students
used to picket and protest any civil
injustice.
When college students spent
more time protesting than they
actually spent in their classrooms.
Whether it was anti-war, animal
rights, women's rights or freedom
of speech students during the 60's
and 70's took a stand for what they
believed in.
They didn't just sign petitions or
vote every 4 years in the presidential election, which for many students seems like enough, they
organized their anger and frustration.
They got out the magic marker
and poster-board and took to the

streets to make their voice heard.
Don't get me wrong, I want
nothing like the violent incidents
that took place at the University of
Buffalo and other colleges in the
spring of 1970 to take place at
Longwood
Teargas and riot police have no
place on college campuses, but I
do long to see some kind political
activism from our student body.
see LETTER 1 p.3
Dear Editor,
My name is Devin Hall and I
am a freshman.
I would like you to know that
your article about President Bush's
State of the Union was very disappointing.
You chewed into our President
like a dog toy.
Is that what we really need during this time "of war?
Should we really criticize our
President?
You talked about how Mr. Bush
went to the "wrong" 7,000 mile
city.
You later went on to say that we
destroyed their nation.
These people were suffering
under the evil rule of a tyrant.
These people lived in fear of
their government and feared for

their lives.
Although we did not find
weapons of mass destruction...I
feel safer now that this mad man
is out of power.
You later went on to talk about
Mr. Bush speaking to Iran...How
America respects your country... then you said if you could
speak direcdy to Iran, you would
tell them to watch their back.
I am sorry but that sounds a
litde bit like treason to me.
The fact is Mr. Bush made a
decision to invade Iraq because
Sudam Hussein was a lunatic.
If he had weapons of mass
destruction, I have no doubt that
he would have used them in the
future.
In this time of war, you have
to back your country 100%.
How do you think our troops
would feel if they had read your
article?
Especially the part about ....
"Not only what, but who are we
fighting for."
These men and woman are
fighting for the United States of
America and putting THEIR
lives on the line for people just
like you.
Sincerely
Devin Hall

Opinion
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"If you're not mad, you're not paying attention!"
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Props and Drops
The Rotunda would like to encourage anyone and
everyone to submit props and drops to rotunda@longwood.edu

Props;
the/ "A ctVvtit" i*youtr outlet for battling' iocial UymtUX' and thingy that mch. Thiy iiyour
your cnamce- to- do- iomethina' about societal evil*, imtead/ ofjuit whining- about th&m Soipeah up and act up. Became;, if you!m not mad', youtre/ not paying- attention,. Email
ActiMUt idea* to- rotundxus>longwood.edu/.

+ Blood donors who selflessly give the gift of life
+ Serene sunsets over still waters
+ Living life on purpose
+ Skipping small talk to probe real thoughts

All Eyes Skould Be on Iran
Eric Bernazani

United Nations, just aren't buying
it. The United States has taken a
hard line on its foreign policy
with Iran over the past 20 years.

many political scholars believe
could involve the United State*.
There are a lot of good reasons
President Bush maintains strong
to be watching Iran right
tics to Israel, and has stepped up
now, and if you were In my opinion, a country that holds daily U.S. aid to the small midacquainted with the full prayers for the destruction of "the great east country. Just to get to
facts you might not sleep Satan" (America) and the Zionist state Iran, the Israelis would first
as easily at night.
(Israel) cannot be held to a "well let's need U.S. permission to fly
The big debate about wait and see what happens" policy.
over Iraq.
Iran is: Are they trying to
Iran also has some of
Supreme religious leader the largest oil reserves in the
build nuclear weapons, or just
Khomcnei, who holds all political world, as well as natural gas
provide nuclear energy?
Unfortunately, there is no way power in Iran as head of the deposits equal to that of Russia,
to tell for certain; what we do Council of Elders, (he even tells which could make them one of
know is that they arc trying to the Iranian president what to do), the world's largest suppliers of
enrich uranium. Uranium enrich- has long desired the destruction natural energy.
ment is a key step not only in pro- of the United States.
With that in mind, it seems
In 1979, Iranians rose up and
viding nuclear energy, but also to
unlikely that Iran would be
overthrew an oppressive regime
making atomic weapons.
building nuclear plants solely for
led
by
the
Shah
of
Iran,
a
regime
So, can we prove that they are
the purpose of providing peacewhich was supported by the
building nuclear weapons?
ful energy.
United States. For this reason
No.
They have more than enough
Do we know that they would many Iranians have a good reaenergy sources to supply their
son to dislike us. During their own country and then export
like to?
eight-year war with Iraq, which even more, so why even go
Yes.
In my opinion, a country that began in 1980, the Iraqis were through the trouble of enrichholds daily prayers for the also supplied their weaponry by ing uranium...unless you wantdestruction of "the great Satan" Western Europe and the US.
ed to build nuclear weapons.
If they didn't already hate us
(America) and the Zionist state
Iran also admittedly allows
(Israel) cannot be held to a "well by then, they would have had
known terrorists to reside withlet's wait and see what happens" more than enough reason to in its borders, and makes no
stan.
policy.
efforts to stop (and some
I am not saying that they believe encourages) the training
The United States is taking
exacdy this line of reasoning. shouldn't hate us, but it does
of new terrorists. Also, if they
From the initial stages of the Iraq make the international communiwere only enriching uranium t< >r
confrontation, the Bush adminis- ty, especially the United States, peaceful purposes, why would
tration seems to have learned its more than a little nervous that a they not allow I'nited Nations
lesson on international coopera- country that has vowed to see inspections of their plants? Are
tion. The President has been our downfall would possibly be they trying to hide something
building a solid international developing nuclear weapons.
maybe?
Another thing to think about
alliance to back up his tough
Some of you might be thinkstance on Iran, and the threat of is Israel. In 1981, the Iraqis, with ing that they have just as much
sanctioning Iran should it fail to French help, were openly buildright to develop nuclear energy
comply with at least temporarily ing an atomic plant for the pur- as anyone else, but before you
pose of manufacturing nuclear start that argument remember
halting its nuclear research.
The President is also support- weapons. This was bombed by two things: one-they don't
ing the United Nation and using the Israeli Air Force, people who need it; they have more than
the United Nations as the inter- fight for their survival ever)' day enough energy as I stated
national community's voice in this of their lives, so it is natural that before, and two-would you
they would have an open interest rather they don't have it in the
war of words.
President Ahmadinejad of Iran in this as well.
first place or do you want the
President
Ahmadinejad
says Iran has an "inalienable"
dubious pleasure of being able
right to produce nuclear fuel, and recendy said that Iran would to say "I told you so" after an
Iran must also provide jobs for its "wipe Israel off the map". If the American city or the entire
population, over half of which is Israelis were to attack the Iranian
country of Israel is wiped off
under the age of 25 and resdess. nuclear research sites, it could
the face of the Earth in one
President Bush, as well as the lead to war with Iran, a war that
atomic blast?
Cues! Writtr

+ Meeting new people with dynamic backgrounds
+ To Abby the dog's survival from her hit and run
+ Unconventional beauty
+ Choosing local stores over Wal-Mart
+ Attempting crazy feats in the name of good will
Drops:
- The apalhng disparity between English and
Business professors' salaries
- Stress-induced physical ailments
- A long road trip with a broken CD player
- Cellular dying during an important conversation
- Webmail expiring one week after graduation (way to
alienate your alumni Longwood!)
- Horrendous roommates
- Attempting crazy feats in the name of reality TV
LETTER 1 cont'd p.2
Some might argue that we as
students have nothing to protest.
That this era is not like the era
of Vietnam or the women's
movement; what right do we
have to organize sit-ins?
In fact what right do we have
to complain at all?
Our friends from home aren't
being sent to away to war by the
thousands.
Our right to privacy isn't being
infringed upon by our government.
No one is banning literature
from public schools anymore or
screening curriculums.
No one is telling women with
whom and when they can be sexual active.
You'll have to excuse my sarcasm but it seems to me there are
a great many reasons to be active
on our campus.
1 guess for some of us maybe
our sense of activism may come
later in life when we have children whose well being is under
threat.
Or when our jobs are on the
chopping block after a new political decision has been made on
our behalf.
I don't know maybe it will
never show up. Perhaps a large
majority of Longwood students

will graduate and grow old standing by and letting others make
decisions for us.
Being able to look back on life
and regret nothing might be the
hardest lesson we as students
learn in college.
We seem to have no problem
getting wasted and placing
embarrassing pictures on the
Internet; so why should we be
ashamed about being politically
active on the Internet?
Some of those individuals
involved in the protests of sixties
and seventies now look back in
disgust at their actions.
Others look back in pride at
what they accomplished, but all
look back at a time when they
can honesdy say they stood for
something and that the experience whether good or bad
changed their lives.
I guess what I really fear is that
I will look back in 20 years and
say "why did I let that happen?"
We are all apprehensive about
acting or speaking out in fear of
being wrong when we should be
scared of not acting at all.
V. R., A graduating senior,
Class of 2006

Opinion / Features
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Pat s Corner: Wingskalc

Discovering tke Trutk of

Tke Most Egalitarian Place in tne World

Yogaville

my favorite place to eat.
No matter what your station
Staff Writer
is in life, nor what time of the
day, once you've entered you'll
I've been called many things in
never leave dissatisfied.
my lifetime.
There are no class distincFun, super, ass**le, drunkard,
tions, no bourgeoisies lording
useless, and neato; and that's just
from me own mum.
over the masses.
If you have a little pocket
But one thing that irks Paradise doesn't have to have
me is when people try to seventy virgins (and according money and order someuse adjectives to describe to
one
Danish
newspaper, thing, you instantly joined
me and end up calling me a Muhammad ran out of those a this happy culture.
Want some fries?
'flaming liberal.'
long time ago); my paradise just
No problem, your new
Sure, I've never voted
needs wings.
best
friend would be more
for the lads in red, but if
you are going to call me a liberal, quaint.
than happy to share a few, if you
please do so in the manner of a
Various
Anglo-American don't mind him eating some of
Jeffcrsonian liberal—one who decor adorns the walls and your delicious wings.
And of course you don't.
examines the broad realm of shelves, which at first glimpse
social consciousness for the bet- makes you believe it is your
It seems your mug is only half
terment of society.
full--well,
here you go, sonnie;
generic restaurant like T.G.I.
Does that make me a commie Friday's let me top you off.
pinko? Well, so be it. But what /Applebees/Shennagains.
But don't be stingy, when it is
I really am is an egalitarian.
Please! Saying such rot is like your turn on the round of pitchCall me a Kant follower, call comparing your mum to your ers; gladly throw your coins into
me idealistic, but the egalitarian mutt.
the coffer.
life is for me.
Girlfriend/boyfriend
just
Wingshak is a kind, caring,
However, as much as my maternal restaurant with a warm broke up with you over a facenaivety goes I am always cast glow about it that even on dark book message?
doubtful glances by mates and and stormy night; one could still
No worries; just head to
professors egging me on trying use it as your North Star.
Wingshak.
to find my little slice of 'utopia.'
Ask my buddy Cameron how
Where else on campus can
But like that time in Spanish you mingle with townies?
he felt after his horrid ordeal
prisoner the joke is on them.
Over my three years of fre- with that silly cow?
I have found it, and yes it is quently eating there I have met
Mother Wingshak took care
right here in Farmville.
and made friends with a peanut of him, along with townies and
Paradise doesn't have to have farmer named Dewayne, a cou- students; but more importandy
seventy virgins (and according to ple of insurance agents, and a his tribe.
one
Danish
newspaper, senile former English professor.
His Wingshak tribe.
Muhammad ran out of those a
The most wonderful and egalSeriously, I know more about
long time ago); my paradise just Faulkner then Faulkner himself itarian place in the world.
needs wings.
did and that was just one night
Wingshak--yes, the very same with the crazy old bat.
that once was a Little Caesar's
But here is the reason why, in
cons ago.
true egalitarian sense, why it is
Pat Gorham

Fitting that our gluttonous
society would be replaced with a
more social conscious dinning
experience.
Upon entering the eatery
your first impression may seem
to be what is referred to as

{Rise to the Challenge]
"My parents and I have forked over • ton of money for tuition.
Why should I make a gift to Longwood during the 14th Annual
Senior ChallengeV
lt'» true thai you and your family have paid a let of money
for tuition. However, tuition does not cover all of the operating
expense* at Longwood - In fact, the amount you pay for lull ion
la considerably lass then the total coat of your education.
Thousands of generous donors also pay for your education
by making up the difference.
Now you have the opportunity to participate In a Longwood
tradition and Join the Longwood family of donors
with your first gift back to Longwood.
Watch for opportunities throughout the semester to make
a gift of any amount to the 14th Annual Senior Challenge.
You may also make your gift to Senior Challenge onNne at:
www.longwood.edu/advancansentysenlorcftaflernjaJtttnl

The 14th Annual Senii

lenge

university FeundatkMi I erne", gmemengweed.edu I Web: lengweed-eduladvencenient/senelilibsdllagi I * 4M.lM.2t1t

ter for you and for your car." He
added, "Don't believe anything
people tell you. You have to
Yogaville is a place that has know the truth before you can
almost earned the status of an speak it." Makes sense doesn't it?
urban legend here at I,ongwood.
He's not exactly enlightened,
Whenever it is mentioned, stu- but maybe a little senile, accorddents acquire a look of curiosity ing to himself. He had been
as well as confusion while they there, literally for as long as he
share stories of "what they heard could remember. I asked what
about that place."
brought him there. "I wanted to
Commonly
Yogaville
is learn from the Guru, but now
referred to as a cult, but any reli- he's left his body. His spirit is still
gion is technically a cult. Even around I guess," he said.
the occasional "I heard some guy "Everyone says his spirit is still
went there to look around and around," he added with a hint of
never came back" spiel is thrown doubt in his voice. I parked and
into the conversation. There went to Swami's shrine where
might even be some truth to that meditation would take place in
as you'll see. So I went to the LOTUS.
Yogaville to separate the fact
The LOTUS, situated on the
from the fiction.
James River, looks like something
First, let me tell you what straight out of a Middle Eastern
Yogaville isn't and is. It's not a country. Its majestic presence
hippie
comI" Don't believe anythind exudes spirituality
mune as the
dignity.
people tell you. You have to and
name
might
Meditation was to
know the truth before yoi
imply. Yogaville
take place at noon
is an ashram in can speak it."
and I wanted to
Buckingham, Virginia,
In join. I took my shoes off, and
ancient India, ashrams were went upstairs to the Shrine of
Hindu hermitages far from Swami Satchidananda where the
human habitation where sages meditation was taking place.
lived in peace with nature, similar
I sat down quietly and looked
to a Buddhist monastery. In the around. A few normal looking
ashrams, forms of mental and middle aged people sat quietly in
physical exercise such as yoga an improvised lotus position
and meditation are performed to meditating and a few, more
achieve self-enlightenment.
eccentric people, like statues, sat
Yogaville was founded by the proud and tall deep inside their
guru Swami Sarchidananda. A minds. I could not quiet my mind.
guru is a spiritual teacher in College! I screamed so loud in my
Hinduism, Buddhism or Sikhism. head that I thought they all heard
Swami Satchidananda grew up in me.
India and started an Ashram in
College has turned my life into
Sri-Lanka before visiting the U.S. a fast paced train of commitin 1966. He first received public ments, projects and goals that I'm
attention at Woodstock in 1969. always trying to catch up with. I
He became a citizen, founded the finally Stopped the ceaseless conIntegral Yoga lnsritute and in versation with my mind and
1986 opened the LOTUS (the relaxed until a soft flutter of bells
Light of Truth Universal Shrine) sounded out, signalling the end of
at Yogaville. He passed away in the session.
August 2002 but Yogaville and
Afterwards, I struck up a concontinues.
versation with a man named
Upon arrival, 1 decided to first "Rama," which means something
visit the Lotus temple. As I was like "everlasting joy". He had
driving to the I-otus, a gangly been living there for a number of
man of 70 or 80 years motioned years. 1 asked him where he came
to me to stop. He said, 'You from and what brought him here.
know you can drive anywhere
here if you want. You can drive
all over the grass, it doesn't matter but you should walk. It's betsee Yogaville p.ll
Philip Klineburger
Staff Writer
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Longwood Students Take an Active Stand Lobbying at
the General Assembly

Brian Tibbs

American donors as well.
Virginia Blood Sen-ices is a
Virginia Blood Services con- member of America's Blood
ducted a blood drive on Centers, which contributes to
Wednesday, February 8, 2006 in the nation 48% of it's total
the ABC rooms of Lankford blood supply -- more than the
Student Union.
Amencan Red Cross.
Virginia
Blood Services
Being a blood donor is safe,
(VBS), is an independent, pri- rewarding, and easy. The
vate, tax-exempt organization process takes about an hour
from start to finish.
based in Richmond, Virginia.
It conducts over 2,000 blood
After answering a few quesdrives per year. During these tions, and receiving a medical
drives, the organization is able examination, the donation
to collect almost 80,000 units of begins and generally takes
blood per year from over 50,000 about 15 minutes.
donors.
Then, after refreshments,
and
a quick rest to make sure
The units collected in these
drives arc distributed to local you're ok, you're good to go.
hospitals in and around central
The blood you donate will
Virginia, including Southside be replenished again in abo^rt a
Community
day.
To give blood,
you
must weigh at
Farmville.
The goal of fc
least 110 pounds,
jxyw^ o&y be at least 17
the organization is to colyears old, and in
...VBS
operates
seven
lect 380 units
good health.
independent
donation
of
blood
And
unlike
centers
in
Richmond,
other
donation
daily.
Charlottesville, Staunton,
Aside from and Harrisonburg.
facilities, if you
have
had
a
blood drives
like the one held on campus, piercing or tattoo in the past
VBS operates seven independ- year, you are still eligible to
ent
donation
centers
in donate.
Richmond,
Charlottesville,
Every pint you donate can
Staunton, and Harrisonburg.
potentially save up to 3 lives.
The VBS is regarded as one Not bad for an hour's work.
VBS will be returning for
of the most productive blood
banks in the United States.
another campus blood drive
Its collections are almost later this semester.
double the national average at
For more information on
8.5 % nationally, one of the donations, and to find out if
highest averages in the country
you are eligible, visit the
VBS also ranks among the Virginia Blood Services webhighest
among
African- site at www.yablood.tfigStaff Writer

i
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Janet Jones
hditor-m-( huj

Twelve Longwood students
traveled
General
to
the
Assembly in Richmond on the
morning of February 6th to
lobby for higher education funding.
\irginia21, a lobbying group
based in Richmond, held their
lobbying day which brought students from all over Virginia to
tell their delegates that they
demand and deserve more government funding. Longwood
students, along with those from
Virginia Tech, James Madison
University,
Virginia
Commonwealth University and
various community colleges,
flooded the General Assembly
building and sat down with their
delegates to discuss base adequacy funding.
Stefanie Mancuso, one of the

m ^H^ VIRGINIA

students from I-ongwood that
attended this event, felt very
positive about the lobbying trip
to Richmond. She said, "It was a
great opportunity for lx>ngwood
students. The legislators were
impressed with the students'
knowledge on the university's
needs."
Base adequacy is the proposed amount of money an
institution of higher education
needs to function on. Longwood
receives the least amount of
government funding in the state
at SI" u, while other schools such
as VMI receive 110%.
One issue that could prove to
be a problem for these students
and lobbying groups is the push
for transportation funding during this session. The General
Assembly has approximately
$1.2 billion in general funding to
allocate this session and if there
is more of a concentration on

transportation, base adequacy
funding will likely suffer.
The politicians in Richmond
admit that higher education is
extremely under funded and at
this point claim they are going to
do everything in their power to
close the $377 million deficit.
\\ hile students and lobbyists are
aware of this commitment, they
will continue with their cause to
make sure that they are not soon
forgotten.
If the state does provide higher education with the funding
they are asking for, each student
in Virginia will have to pay an
extra $1,246 in tuition.
\irginia21 is going to continue
lobbying and letting students
know that there are pro-active
steps they can take to control
their futures. Upcoming events,
campaigns and petitions are posted on their website which you can
find at www.virginia21.org.

The Longwood Center 01 Economics Education Launches
Workshops to Provide Teachers With Innovative Techniques
Kristina Johnson
Staff Writer

The Longwood Center of
Economics Education (LCEE)
exists for the specific purpose
of promoting economic education for students, teachers, and
the community at large. Dr.
Melanie
Marks, Associate
Professor of Economics, who
has been at Longwood for 13
years, currently leads the program with help from the program manager, Diana Shores.

Dear Lengweed,

Wilt get* fee mg Valentine?
Leve Always,

CHI
Lengweed + CHI = Sweethearts 4ever!

The main objective for
LCEE is to help educators in
surrounding areas learn innovative ways to teach their students
economics by hosting workshops for teachers of grades K12.
With ever-increasing SOL
responsibilities, many teachers
lack the knowledge to adequately inform students about
economic issues required for
testing.
Elementary students today
must be able to grasp terms
such as "barter trade", "goods
and services", and "resource
scarcity" in order to pass SOLs.
In order to help teachers
understand these rather bland
subjects, Marks and Shores
have engineered creative ways

for them to teach their young
pupils. One workshop is tastefully
called
"Chocolate
Economics".
The teachers learn how to
teach barter and trade with
candy and how to introduce a
"new" candy bar into the market. "The bottom line is the fact
that economics is confusing.
Our goal is to teach innovative,
engaging activities in order for
the children to learn economics
through 'hands on' experience,"
said Marks. Longwood has five
upcoming workshops for the
spring semester. All teachers
who attend not only receive
adequate economic training, but
also re-certification units in
accordance with their school
division.
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Oscar s Nominations Announced
Brian Tibbs
Staff Writ*
Nominations for the 78th annual
Academy
Awards
were
announced
in
Hollywood,
California on the morning of
January 31, 2006.
Not surprisingly, Brokeback.
Mountain received a total of eight
nominations.
The controversial film centers
around two cowboys, played by
Heath
Ledger
and
Jake
GyllenhaaL who find love in the
most unusual place: out on the
lone range.
ledger picked up the nomination for Best Actor, while
Gyllcnhaal received a nod for
Best Supporting Actor.
Crash and Good Night, mid Good
\jick both received a total of six
nominations each.
The Johnny Cash biopic Walk
the Une was also recognized. The
film's two stars, Joaquin Phoenix
and Reese Witherspoon both
were nominated for Best Actor
and Actress respective!v.
Perhaps the biggest shocker of
this year was the two nominations for Hustle & fiiw, an MTV
Films production.
Up and comer Terrcncc
Howard, who also co-starred in
Crash, received a Best Actor nod,
while the movie's theme song was
also nominated.
This begs the question, is
MTV really capable of an
Academy Award winning movie?
I guess only time will tell.
Charlize Theron, who picked
up a nomination for Best Actress
last year for her portrayal of serial killer Eileen Wournos in
Monster, is up for another this

year for her work in North
Country.
But she has stiff competition
in that category, including
"Desperate 1louse-wives" star.
Felicity Huffman, whose pan U
a trim gendered father in
I'ransamerica, is the favorite
among critics to win.
It was a slow year in the animated film category.
Only three films were nominated for Best Animated Feature
Film.
Tim Burton's spooky The
Corpse Bride, Disney's amme
adventure, Howl's Woun^ Castlt
and Waikn & (•remit in I'r
of the Were-Wabbit are all up for
the award.
The over-advertised documentary March o/ the Penguins
made
the list
for
Best
Documentary.
Tim Burton appeared a seconel time with Charlir and tin
Chocolate Factory for Achievement
in Costume Design.
In the Best Picture category.
Brokehack Mountain, Crash, Capote,
Good Night, and Good 1 juk, and
Munich are up for the coveted
honor.
And now for my picks: Ledger
and Gyllenhaal won't both win.
Two gay cowboys are just a little
more than the academy can handle at one time.
My money's on Heath ledger.
Matt Dillon should, and just
might win for his performance in
Crash.
As far as the females are concerned, I really hope that Reese
Witherspoon loses to Felicity
Huffman, but that won't happen.

see OSCAR p.7
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Review: Mozart s Facultu Tribute

Alex Storz
Slr.ii Writer
Prodigy and Requiem, failure and
hatred, poison and wine summarize Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov's
An Optra /H One Act. Based on
the play by Alexander Pushkin,
tins opera takes a dark possibility
and runs with it at full force.
But such a great event didn't
just happen; it was all a part of
the celebration of Mozart's 250th
birthday.
Longwood music professor
Dr. Christopher Swanson said, "I
remember in high school, therewas an explosion of concerts and
recitals going on all over the
world for Mozart's birthday. 1
was so amazed by this."
With the arrival of the 250th
anniversary, he saw an opportunity present itself. Swanson said,
"1 thought that this should be a
community experience, involving
all of Farmville. Mozart's music
is something we can all relate to
and experience together."
Such a task could not be completed alone, and along with the
community spirit, help came.
"Professors Thomas Williams,
Lisa Kinzer, and the music students were a huge help," said
Swanson. "1 was excited to have
Thomas on board because he
could help perform the Opera in
One Act."

EcoQuesT
Saturday, March 25th (exact time TBA)
EcoQuest is a Longwood Outdoor Club sponsored adventure race around our
wonderful town of Farmville.
The race includes running, outdoor related challenges, sweat, and lots of fun!
Teams: Teams will consist of 4 members, with at least I of them being of the opposite sex.
Basically, no ALL-girl or ALL-boy teams!
Cost: The cost for running the race is $12 per person. This money will go towards an
awesome Outdoor Club designed T-shirt and prizes.
Equipment: You will want to wear clothes appropriate for the race, i.e. things that can get
dirty, wet, and basically tattered and destroyed. Also, you will want to wear comfortable
running shoes, wear suntan lotion, bring a water bottle, and sunglasses if you want. There
will be water checkpoints along the race, so that everyone stays completely hydrated. You
will also want to have your insurance card available to fill out a participant form.
To sign up, we will be sitting in the dining hall lobby with applications.
Please bring your money when you sign up.
THE LAST DAY TO SIGN UP FOR THE RACE IS FRIDAY, MARCH 3RD.

Professor Williams possesses
both musical and dramatic experience in such performances as
Man Of IjsMancha, Carmen, and
the Sondheim classic, A I jll't
: Music.
The celebration was not just
aimed at the legend's music.
"We wanted to show Mozart
through different mediums; different musical pieces, pieces in
reference to Mozart's work, and a
screening of the film Amaclem,"
Swanson said. "Mozart himself
had some very interesting, dark,
funny ideas and we wanted to
incorporate that into our presentations. We wanted to' show the
man behind the music."
Preceding the performance
were two lectures by Dr. Charles
Kinzer and Dr. Christopher
Swanson. Kinzer went into detail
about Mozart's relation to the
Italian Imperial Court.
This was a nice complement to
Swanson's lecture that gave a synopsis of the opera and some of
the history involved.
In the opera, Saljcri, magnetically played by Williams, is blinded by his anger, and possible jealousy, of Mozart, light-heartedly
played by Swanson.
Salieri, giving his life to music,
expected to become a great artist,
but finds himself in the background of Mozart's success.
It is when these thoughts
come, Salieri decieles that he shall
poison Mozart and rid himself of
his rival (unknowingly, he just
made things worse).
Mozart, an immature but talented virtuoso, innocently comes
to his "friend" Salieri for advice

Are you interested in...
Learning about other countries?
Making new friends?
Helping out those who don't know
the United States very well?
Learning about other cultures?
Being a friend and a mentor to an
International student?
Traveling and going to cool places
with an International student?
Rooming with an International student?
Longwood's International students
come from: Britain, China, France,
Spain, Columbia, Canada, and
many other places!

on a Requiem that he has recently
ceimposed.
Salieri invites him to dinner,
seeing his opportunity.
At dinner, Salieri poisons
Mozart's wine. Mozart gulps his
and Salicri's glass down (the dude
loved his wine), and runs off happily for more.
Alone, Safieti first glances at
the Requiem, then finds himself

immersed in ii.
As he reads in wonder the work
Mo/art has created, he is filled
with sorrow and joy, and possibly
jealousy.
Salieri then laments in his
regret in killing a true genius.
The opera was presented as a
semi-stage version in the Molnar
Recital Hall, located in the VVygal
building.
Both Swanson and Williams
had exceptional voices as they
.sung (quite well, 1 may say) and
acted as the immortal rivals,
Salieri and Mozart, but they were
not alone.
Further support came from
Kinzer's flowing skill on the
piano, delightfully complimenting
the on-stage actions by the two
performers.
The music and text itself was
an intriguing combination of a
light piano score and dramatic
prose, giving a melancholic but
beautiful tone to the events
unfolding on the stage.

see MOZART p.7

If you are interested in being
an international buddy, please
contact Lonnie Calhoun at calhounli(g),longwood.edu or
Ashley Greene at
avgreene(a),longwood.edu or
visit the website:
http://www.longwood.edu/mcaffairs/international/buddyprogram.htm
If you are interested in having
an International Student as a
roommate, contact Lonnie
Calhoun at
calhounli(ajlongwood.edu.
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casanova s XLCommercia1 Pick
Krif ten Casalenuovo
Opinion liditor

Until physicists harness the
power of satellite imagery to
project commercials onto the
face of the moon, the award for
most expensive advertisement
opportunity goes to the Super
Bowl.
With 41.6 percent of the 110.2
million U.S. homes containing
televisions tuned in, perhaps
ABC can legitimately charge $2.5
million for a 30-second spot. A
ginormous check that clears wasn't the only requirement for the
advertisers who bought one of
the sixty slots this year.
Commercials had to keep it in
their pants with and without quotation marks around this quirky
adage. No one would be wondering if Bob had gotten a new hair
cut or why exacdy he was smiling
so big, that's for sure. The commercials were not only selling
beer or web portals. They were
also illuminating the current
axioms of American society. I
was stunned with the debut of
more hybrid model vehicles.
It has restored my faith in the
environmental altruism of my
country.
The interplay of violence and
comedy in some of the commercials speaks to the nation's growing obsession with dark humor,
or maybe just darkness.
Who has the stomach for
seduction when you're saving
your sinful pleasure for Saw ///?
1 was disappointed that
although sexuality was on the
cutting room floor, many ads
chose not to take advantage of
wittiness. Talk about missing out
on the one redeeming quality that

could have saved the Super
Bowl.
However, I do not meant to
discount the many ads that were
hilarious and creative. So without
further adieu, 1 present to you
Casanova's Super Bowl XI.
"worth lifting my head out of my
Bloody Mary" commercial picks.
The "I just got 5 I.Q. points
dumber for watching this
crap" award: Taco Bell.
Featuring a man in a convertible
seducing a woman on the street
by grotesquely mouth fondling
his crunch wrap supreme makes
me wonder how this one managed to slip past the censors.
The "Only Daily Show writers could have written a
sketch this clever" award:
Sharpie. Showcasing their revolutionary retractable highlighter,
a Captain Hook theme park mascot describes how it solved his
agonizing autographing plight.
The "Breakthrough performance even though you're
not a hybrid" award: Cadillac. A
sleek Escalade emerges from
still, silvery waters flashing intermittently with posh models walking a runway.
The "Most generic yawnfest I've ever been subjected
to" award: Gillette. The new
Fusion razor, touting 6 blades,
compels me to wonder how
many more do you really need
before you're shaving the bone
off your jaw?
The "So warm and fuzzy
even the rough neck at the bar
was choking on a tear" award:
Dove. Within 10 minutes of its
airing, 70,000 people logged
onto their website to support the
Dove self-esteem fund. Who

OSCAR cont'd p.6

could say no to those cute litde
Rachel Weisz should pick up a
faces?
golden statue for her performThe "I need a cold shower to
ance in The Constant Gardener,
wash off the obscurity" award:
which is only fair since Ralph
Hummer. A robot and a monster
Fiennes was snubbed for Best
terrorizing a city experience love
Actor.
at first sight, get pregnant, and
This year's nominations
birth an H3. Shock value is apparincluded its fair share of snubs
endy the only way to sell a vehicle
as well.
that gets 4 mpg highway.
1 was very surprised to not see
The "Drop down and thank
Steve Carell for Best Actor.
god for feminine beauty"
Although the academy rarely
award: not applicable.
recognizes achievement in
The "I laughed so hard now
comedic performance, I felt like
I have to tell people I 'spilt
his work in The 40 Year Old
beer' on my pants" award:
Virgin deserved some recogniBudweiser. The sheep streaker
tion.
gives a silly new'd |sic] spin to the
George Lucas, who finished
Clydesdale tradition.
up his Star Wars series this year,
Anheuser-Busch saw a window
received only one lousy nominafor socially acceptable nudity, and
tion for Best Make-up.
took advantage of it with grace
In a statement made to the
and dignity.
Kudos to all the winners!

Longwood Authors Series:
C Micnael Curtis
C Michael Curtis, senior editor was founded in Boston in 1857
for The Atlantic Monthly, will speak by poets Ralph Waldo Emerson,
in Longwood University's Wygal Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,
Auditorium on Monday, Feb. 20, James Russell Lowell and Oliver
Wendell Holmes, among others.
at 8 p.m.
He also has taught creative
Curtis edits virtually all of the
fiction, the letters to the Editor, writing, ethics, grammar and
and other pieces for the presti- other subjects for more than 30
years at Harvard, MIT, Cornell
gious magazine.
He also screens book-length (his alma mater). Tufts, Boston
first serial submissions and most University and elsewhere.
He lives in Litdeton, Mass.,
unsolicited stories, which number
with his wife, Elizabeth Cox, a
12,000 manuscripts annually.
His own essays, articles, novelist and creative writing
reviews and poems have been teacher, who read from her work
published in The Atlantic Monthly, at longwood last Febraury.
Curtis's appearance, like Cox's
The New Republic and National
last
year, is part of the Longwood
Review, among other periodicals.
Curtis has worked since 1963 Authors Series.
for The Atlantic Monthly, which

Do you know any Citizen Leaders?
Nominate students, organizations, organization advisors, faculty, and staff for a citizen leader award.
Go to www.longwood.edu/leadership
to read descriptions of the awards and to submit nominations.
Nominations are due by Friday, February 10,2006.
Awards to be presented at the Citizen Leader Awards
Banquet on Sunday, April 9,2006.
For more information, please contact the Office of
Leadership & New Student Programs at 434.395.2414
or citizenleaderf&longwood.edu
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press, Yoda responded to the
academy, "Disappointed we all
were."
Memoirs of a Geisha should
have definitely replaced Good
Night, and Good \juk in the Best
Picture category.
And don't even get me started
on William Hurt's nomination
for A History of Violence.
Final thoughts: Brokeback
Mountain will dominate, the
Academy will discriminate, and I
think Charlize Theron is my soul
mate.
The 78th Annual Academy
Awards will be presented in a
live telecast from the Kodak
Theatre in Hollywood, March 3.
The program will air live on
ABC beginning at 8 p.m. EST.
For a complete listing of the
nominations,
please
visit
www.oscars.org.

MOZART cont'd p.6
Such good things must end
however, there are only two more
events left of the Mozart celebration.
On Saturday, March 4, at 7:30
p.m., the Farmville United
Methodist Church will hold a
singing performance by the
University Singers and Orchestra.
On Saturday, April 8, 2006, at
7 p.m., there will be an Opera
Workshop Concert held, yet
again, in the Molnar Recital Hall
of the Wygal building
Such gatherings only happen
so many times, and it would be a
shame to miss these last two performances.
As Swanson said, "I didn't
want to say I did nothing for
Mozart's birthday."

Did you know?
There are 15 club sports to participate
in at Longwood
Sports such as Rugby, Basketball, Golf
and Fencing!
For a complete list off club sports and
contact information to join visit
www.lonqwood.edu/recreation/clubsports
or stop by the Campus Recreation
Office located in Her Gym.

Calendar
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For the Week of February 10 ~ 16
Friday the 10th

Saturday the 11th

Monday the 13th

Wednesday the 15th

Baseball vs. VCl'
2 p.m.

Baseball vs. VCU
1 p.m.
I.ancci Stadium

Education Recruitment Day
Orientation
4 p.m.
l^ankford

Baseball vs. William
and Man'
2 p.m.
Lancer Stadium

LI'Job & Internship Fair
Orientation
7 p.m.
LankJord

John Dos Passos Prize for Literature:
Reading by Tim Gautreaux
H p.m.
Wygal Auditorium

Lancer Stadium
ARAMARK Service
Awards Banquet
6:30 p.m.
Dorrill Dining Hall
LP Movie: Jarbead
7:80 p.m.
I^ankiord ABC Rooms

LP Band:
10 p.m.
Lancer Cafe

LI* Game Show:
9 p.m.
Lmkfoid Ballroom

Sunday the 12th

Tuesday the 14th

Baseball vs. VCU
1 p.m.
Lancer Stadium
LP Movie: Jarhead
2 p.m.
Ixinkiord ABC Rooms

Writing Center Open
House
3:30-:') p.m.
Room 147A
Greenwood Library

Women's Lacrosse
vs. Duke
4 p.m.
Lancer Field

Thursday the 16th
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Ijongwood Job &
Internship Fair
•Noon-4 p.m.
Lanki'ord
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The Singing Mammogram
!

This just in, the Longwood Job and
Internship Fair is on Thursay, February 16th! Time to sign up is running out!
Don't be the one person who misses this
incredible opportunity! Not only will you
be able to find an internship at the fair, but
you may also find a job for when you
graduate!
The Career Center is bringing 50 employers to YOU! Take advantage of this offer!

s

Here are just some of the employers coming:
CVS Pharmacy
First Investors Corporation
GEICO
Internal Revenue Sources
Kitty Hawk Sports
Kroger
NAVSEA Warfare Centers
Peace Corps
Science Museum of Virginia
S & K Menswear
SunTrust Bank
Target Corporation
YMCA Camp Silver Beach

EXTRA, EXTRA! Do you need to complete service hours? The Career Center needs help with the Longwood
Job and Internship Fair. What's available? Help Setting Up, Help Cleaning Up, Help During the Fair, Help
with transporting all of the employers.
Call the Career Center at X. 2063; Email the Career Center at career(aj|ongwood.edu; or Swing by the Career Center in Lancaster G08 - A

Longwood vs. U VA
Basketball Game
Wednesday February 15th
Game Time 7 p.m.
Kims will depart at 4:30 p.m. behind the Student Union
I lit Student I mm! ami St.A an IpMimrtlH a nip t» 1 in
utsili Had I" » atih > ri 11 r I IMfHf H I. jim-i 1 lake mi the

Cost is $20 and includes ticket, bus ride.
T-Shirt and other SunChase giveaways
Boxed lunches will be pro\ided for
students with meal plans
Tickets on sale in the Main Office in
the Student Union from 8:30 a.m.-4:45
p.m. starting Monday January 23rd.
Sign-ups end
Friday Kebruan 10th at 3 p.m.

Arts (^Entertainment
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those before us have challenged us to seize
the dav. We <u I lu- Rotunda noii challenge
you to do the same. Capture an instance in
your life, using around /('(' words or less.
that /iiis made u lifelong impression. Please
e-mail l"he Rotunda With vour responses or
an] questions: rotundi
fwood.edu.

Cdppe Men*
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Weekly Horoscopes
•Aquarius (Ian.20-Feb.l8)

That thing you heard about your baby's
mama.. Ya, that was me. Whatcha gonna

It's your time to shine, Aquarius! That
doesn't mean, however, you can stop
washing your face. No one likes a greasy
Valentine.

Y

One night I realized that this life rmd become
too materialistic.
1 had \\a\ too much stuff. It covered m\ walls
and inhabited ever) spare space of im room and
life. I even had pictures of Stuff which is even
just more stuff.
How is it that something so obvious, mentally,
physically cluttering and ever-present was com
pletely absent from my conscious awareness
until that point'
The next morning, 1 filled the trash can with
unnecessary stuff.
1 came to realize that the most important
assets or things in life are the people closest to
you, not iPods, clothing or cars.

z

Ceprieorn (Bee. s-fen. 19)
do about it!

piscizs (Feb. 19-Marcri 20)

flri(28 (March 21-Hpril 19)

Raw oysters just don't do it for all of us. There's
also vanilla, chocolate, rhinoceros horns and exercise. Please use responsibly and remove all jewelry.

It's time to move on, Aries. If the
Rotunda and Ruffner can be rebuilt in
three years, so can your broken heart.

*

Taurus dipm 20-May 20)

Ggrrjini (May 21-june21)

Looking for love? Just remember the walk of shame
still applies to the day after Valentine's Day.

1 heads are better than q but juggling 2
boys/girls could prove otherwise. How
'bout you stop being shady and leave
some for the rest of us?

Cancer uune 22-juiy 22)
IsPO (Icily 23-flugu»l 22)

Hey, Cancer, there's a reason your
sign looks like that... think about it.

Always a "Tomcat" in the sack!
Keep up the good work.

\?irgO (ftug. 23. 22-Sepl. 21)

Libra (Sept. 22-ociober23)

In the presence of love, dignity and poise

Grocery list should include: chocolate syrup, whip
cream, cherries, and nuts. Please get your mind
out of the gutter; we're making sundaes here.

often mean very little. However, remember staircases, elevator shafts and balconies could pose a potential problem.

Sagittarius (Nov.az4ce.2Q
*

Philip Klineburger

/^^

w

§eorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 20

Seek a deeper truth... To the left, farther
right, getting warmer, keep going, right

Still watching Sleepless in Startle alone?
Lowering your standards once a year isn't

there! You got it.

so bad. Happy Valentine's Day.

LONGWOOD
VILLAGE
Apartment Feautures:
- fully equipped kitchens
(i.e. dishwasher, microwave)
- private bedrooms & baths
- washer & dryer
- high speed Ethernet access included
- extended cable t.v. included
- $75 electric allowance/month included
- water and sewer included
-.-.--•

Community Amenities:
- computer media room
- swimming pod and hot tub
- (arming bed
,- ampleparking
. shuttle service
- fitness center

v.. :\
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Bring in this ad

Lease Options:
- I nfumished
$400*
-Furnished
5430'
- is to 24 month k

*
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YOU'VE SEENTHE
-*■■•■
REST
NOW ITS TIME TO v»*
LIVE AT THE BEST!
• ■■
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and Longwood
Village will waive
your security

deposit.*
'with approved credit
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Movie Review: Boycott
Lovey York
Staff Wrtlrr

Clark Johnson's film, Boycott, was
screened in Hull Auditorium
Tuesday, in honor of the 50th
anniversary of the Montgomery
Bus Boycott.
With a soulful version of
Lynyrd Skynyrd's "Sweet Home
Alabama" in the background, the
movie begins telling the true story
of Rosa Parks. Parks is arrested
because she refuses to give up her
seat on an Alabama bus.
Parks' arrest starts a bus boycott that lasts 381 days between
December 1,1955 and November
13,1956.
Boycott told much more than a
story about African-American
history.
It introduces a part of
American history in a way that
only HBO could, using tension
and excitement to entertain audiences.
With amazing cinematography
Boycott was filmed as if the events
were happening as they were

being viewed. The movie transitioned from black and white to
color, in order to add energy to
the film.
Jeffrey Wright's portrayal of
Martin Luther Kingjr. takes on a
realistic feel as he delivers the
lines, "If you will protest courageously, and yet with dignity and
Christian love, when the history
books are written in future generations, the historians will have to
pause and say, There lived a great
people—a black people—who
injected new meaning and dignity
into the veins of civilization."'
Right at that moment, I began
to feel a sense of seriousness
toward this film and the past.
Even not having experienced the
Montgomery Bus Boycott or the
civil rights movement, this film
makes it possible for you to
understand the emotion behind
the fight.
The passion of each person
involved in the boycott was not
lost in the film. Each cast member gives a remarkable portrayal

ISJYCQIT Motivate Me: Words to Inspire
"Economics can save your life, but it can't make
your life worth saving."
-Dr. Gordon Van Ness

the spirit of the people who lived
through the movement, perform
vibrant and powerful scenes, and
make the audience feel as if they
were there.
It can be said that Dr. King's
thoughts about history came true
with the making of this movie.
You can not only see but feel the
struggle of a people that only
wanted what the constitution
promised them.
Truly, you can look back at history and say, "There lived a great
people—a black people—who
injected new meaning and dignity
into the veins of civilization."
If you have not seen this
movie, log on to www.hbo.com
and click on Black History
Month. Look for the time of
showings for this movie and others just like it.

"How we glow over these novels of passion, when the story
is told with any spark of truth and nature! And what fastens
attention, in the intercourse of life, like any passage betraying affection between two parties? Perhaps we never saw
them before and never shall meet them again. But we see
them exchange a glance or betray a deep emotion, and we
are no longer strangers. We understand them and take the
warmest interest in the development of the romance. All
mankind loves a lover."
-Ralph Waldo Emerson, from "Love" Essays: First Series,
1841
"A kiss is a lovely trick designed by nature to stop
speech when words become superfluous."
-Ingrid Bergman
"The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena,
whose face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who
strives valiantly; who errs and comes short again and again,
who knows the great enthusiasms, the great devotions, and
spends himself in a worthy cause; who at best, knows the triumph of high achievement; and who, at the worst, if he fails,
at least fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall
never be with those cold and timid souls who know neither
victory nor defeat." -Theodore Roosevelt, speech titled
"Citizen in a Republic" Sorbonne, Paris, April 23,1910

Attention: Longwood Students
Bring in this ad and get $100 off ol
selected units far a limited time
when yau pre-lease yaur apartment
far Fall lO0, HURRY IN!

Poplar Forest Apartments...
434-392-5300
www.poplarforestapts.com

located just minutes from campus in a quiet
community close to everything! Without a doubt, a
wonderful place to call home! £ome see us toda^j!

EHO
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New Fraternity, Tneta Cki, Forming
New Chapter on Longwood Campus

peaker Review: Ellen Gootblatt

Sara Bonovitch

in the process, however.
Hampden-Sydney College's Nu
Chapter of Theta Chi provided
With the start of another semessupport and information.
ter, Longwood students may have
"Thev've shown us a sense of
nocked new (rreek letters, Q\ , brotherhood that Theta Chi frabeing displayed on sweatshirts
ternity
personifies,"
said
and si.
Newbold.
The university is in (he process
"We felt there was a void in
of welcoming i nev fraternit) to
the Greek community at
cuipus. Theta Chi Iraternin,
Longwood," said Newbold
Inc., which started out as .in inter
when asked what prompted the
est group, is working in conjuncidea for a new fraternity at the
tion with Longwood to form a univernew chapter.
"Some Longwood men did
The 34 Theta (Thi members are
not feel that there was an organpart of a Cofony of the fraternity ization for them. We provide a
and recently participated in
new and different environment
Spring Rush 2006.
in which they |ean] develop as
The process for forming a new
student leaders and young
chapter is a long one.
men," said Jollon.
Two of the founding brothers,
The Theta Chi colony is
Richard Jollon and Cameron
alreadv active in participating in
Newbold, said that ii took over a
various philanthropies.
year to gain recognition from
These include activities both
Longwood "due to the difficulty
within the university and the
involved in organizing a new fra- community
of
Farmville.
ternal organization."
Members are must attain at least
Time constraints, membership
2(1 hours of service time.
issues, and academics play a huge
The young men are also
role in getting a new fraternity
working with Longwood in
started.
order to acquire an on-campus
Members were required to
chapter room.
meet certain requirements from
Soon, Theta Chi's newest
both
the
longwood
chapter will call Longwood
Administration
and
the
home.
Intcrfratcrniry Council (IFQ.
The current members will
The members were not alone
leave a last impression
here
at
Longwood as founding
brothers.
Prospective members
will have the opporEaster
Seals
tunity to attend open
Sll*»HU< ItHVICU
houses this semester.
They can also talk
to the Office of
Fraternity
and
Sorority Life or any
brother around campus.
"I feel honored to
be
a part of someLooking for the best iiuranet of your
ife? Easier Soak Virginia can help you thing new and differFind it. We are committed to helping ent at longwood.
aeoplo with disabilities gain greater
independence. Join our dedicated team
this summer at Camp Easter Seals
Virginia in Craig County. We have job
openings for camp counselors and
program leaders (aquatics, horseback
riding, music, nature, sports and more).
Room, board and salary provided. For
information, contact Lauren Lightfoot at
llightfoot@va.easterseals.com or at
(804) 287-1007. eat. 110.
Visit our
website to learn how you can make a
difference.
www.va.easterseals.com
:irts lulitor

u

SUMMER CAMP
JOBS
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Brian Tibbs
Shift Writer

Imagine if you will, the face of
Bettc Midler, the accent of Fran
Dreschcr, the public speaking skills
of Rev Martin l.uther King Jr. and
the mentality of Dr. Phil
McGraw...THAT my friends, is
Ellen Gootblatt.
Gootblatt, sponsored by Lancer
Produtions, spoke on three major
topics of relationships: "Sex,
Passion and Intimacy"; "Meeting,
Dating, Relating and Mating, 250
YOGAVILLE cont'd p.4
He said, "At the time I had nothing holding me down. Right now I
have family in Virginia Beach."
"Are you ever going to return
home or to your family?" I asked.
He said with joy, "This is my
home now."
This might be the guy who
went to look around, and never
came back.
I started back to I-ongwood to
return to the fast-paced life so distant from anyone in Yogaville. A
woman with dark hair that grew in
every direction signaled to me to
stop. She asked for a ride to the
main grounds. Her name was Mira
and she had been there 4 months.
She was from India and had been
around the world. After a few
minutes of conversation, I asked
her my question of the day, "What
brought you here?"
The work done by all the members
should make us feel proud to wear
the letters we do," said Newbold.
"It is my hope that I can come
back in 20 years and see our work
and our ideals continued by the
members of Theta Chi fraternity."

NAGS HEAD

4 month student summer rentals
Check out:
seabreezereaitv.com
or call: 252-255-6328
for more details.

Important Questions to ask
Before You Go Further in a
Relationship";
"Men
Aren't
Women! Women Aren't Men! Understanding and Appreciating
the Inherent Differences Between
the Sexes".
Gootblatt attended Brooklyn
College and received a degree in
Speech and Education.
Her graduate work was in the
field of guidance and counseling
But most of her lecture seems to
come from experience and observation.
She was an astounding speaker.
She not only requested our
attention, she outright demanded
it! It was all eyes on Ellen Monday
night.
Her discussion was to the point,
honest, and very entertaining. At
one point in the lecture, she even

stopped to say, "Sorry you missed
the sex!" to an attendee who left
early.
Gootblatt has presented over
100 lectures each year for the last
15 years. She mentioned that she
has spoken at longwood several

"Honesdy -a broken relationship," she said. "I just needed
somewhere to heal."
Swami Satchidananda was not
without his broken relationships
either. Susan Cohen, a mentalhealth therapist from Connecticut
accused him of sexually coercing
her in the early 90's. Since then,
other women have stepped forward and formed Operation Pink
Igloo, an organization that is
devoted to bringing to light the
apparent problems that occurred
at Yogaville.
Remember what the first man I
met at Yogaville said: "Don't
believe anything people tell you.
You have to know the truth before
you can speak it." It's a shame that
some women may have been sexually abused at Yogaville. It's also a
shame if those women might not
be speaking the truth.
I can understand why people
might think Yogaville is weird. It
seems weird because it is misunderstood, and misunderstanding
takes no effort
I urge anyone with an open
mind, or even one that is full of

too many "to do's" and assignments to take a look around at
Yogaville.
Yogaville offers many programs open to everyone of any
age or background. You can visit
for a day, a week or a weekend.
There are also seasonal retreats.
If you really want to escape the
hectic world, starting out in the
"I Jte" program for a few months
is the way to go. If you decide
you like it enough, you can stay
indefinitely. The temporary programs cost money, but being a
full-time resident is free.
People there are very friendly,
love visitors and will not try to
convince you to stay for the rest
of your life. It's a place of incredible diversity and tolerance where
anyone who feels a lirde lost or
incomplete can find a piece of
mind or at the very least, some
peace.
So next time you hear something about Yogaville, just
remember, if that person does
not know the truth about
Yogaville, they will not be able to
speak it

£ut out this
^pplebees
coupon and
present it to
gour server to
en/05 A deli
cious meal and

times.

After the lecture, I asked
Gootbktl if she had a message
for longwood students who
couldn't attend the lecture.
She replied, "Choose smart.
Don't unite nonsense into your
life, and it you have nonsense in
your life, get rid of it!"
To obtain a recording of her
lecture, send a check or money
Older in the amount of $22 to
I.lien Gootblatt Lecture, P.O.
Box 241, New York, NY 10024.
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Polar Plungers Grin and

Speaker
Whitney Dunlap-Fowlcr
Staff Writ*

The ladies of Delta Sigma Thcta
Sorority Incorporated invite all
Longwood University Students to
attend a forum entitled "Black
History
Celebration"
on
Wednesday, February 13, 2006.
The purpose of the forum is to
encourage dialogue about diversi
ty not only on l.ongwood's
Campus, but throughout the
entire world.
Also at the torum will be one
of Longwood's newest groups:
Stepping In Unity.
The group will provide their
entertainment services by performing after the forum, which
will also be followed by a reception.
The forum will be held in the
Bedford Auditorium, room number 103 at 7:13 p.m.
For more information please
contact Michelle l.ayne at
mrl 179@longwood.edu
This week in Black History:
Feb. 9, 1944 - Novelist Alice
Walker was born in Eatonton, Ga.
Feb. 9, 1952 - Author Ralph
Ellison's novel Invisible Man winsthe National Book Award.
Feb. 9, 1995 - Bernard Harris,
African-American
astronaut,
takes space walk.
Feb. 10,1964 - After 12 days of
debate and voting on 125 amendments, the U.S. House of
Representatives passed
the Civil Rights Act of
1964 by a vote of 290130.

Feb. 11, 1990 - Nelson
Mandela is released from a South
African prison after being
detained for 27 years as a political prisoner.
Feb. 12, 1793 - First fugitive
slave law enacted by Congress.
The measure made it a criminal
offense to harbor a fugitive slave
or prevent his .irrest.
Feb. 12, 1865 - Henry
Highland Garnet, first black to
speak in the Capitol, delivered
memorial sermon on rhe abolition of slavery at services in the
House of Representatives.
Feb. 12, 1909 The National
Association
for
the
Advancement ot Colored People
(NAACP) was founded. The call
for the organizational meeting
was issued on 100th anniversary
of Abraham Lincoln's birth by
47 whites and six blacks.
Feb. 13,1923 - The first black
professional basketball team,
"The Renaissance," was organized.
Febl3,1970 The New Yoric
Stock Exchange admits its first
black member, Joseph Searles.
Feb. 14, 1817 - Frederick
Douglass,
"The
Great
Emancipator," is born.
Feb. 14, 1867 - Morehouse
College organized in Augusta,
Ga. The institution was later
moved to Adanta. New registration law in Tennessee abolished
racial distinctions in voting.
Feb. 15, 1968 - Henry Lews
becomes the first
black to lead a symphony orchestra in
the United States.
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Bear Atlantic Ocean lor
Special Olympics
Record-breaking $580,000 in
Donations Raised This Year
|/rffnr [•jrncifunn rwmenli befoir the plunge.

Kristcn Casalenuovo
Opinion YAitor

This past Saturday, selflcs- citizens for the common good
embarked on an odyssey of arctic
proportions.
The day before, Virginia Beach
boasted clear skies and sunny
warmth. However, on February 4
(Jod dealt a wintry hand to solidify the spirit of the 14th Annual
Polar Plunge Winter Festival.
Since its debut in 1993, the
annual event has faked in over
S2.5 million for Special Olympics
Virginia and over 17,000 thrillseeking snuls have taken the
plunge.
This year alone, a record number 3,433 plungers raised more
than $580,000 for Special
Olympics Virginia.
Special Olympics provides
year-round sports training and
athletic competition for thousands of children and adults with
intellectual disabilities at no costs
to the athletes or their
families.
Last weekend's festivities kicked off at|3
10 a.m. The actual
plunge was scheduled
for 2:30 p.m.
Some adventure
lovers passed the time
by playing co-ed
games of touch rugby in
the sand.
Others dined on free

Bevin Alexander, noted military historian and
Adjunct Professor at Longwood, will be giving a talk
on February 16 at 4:15 P.M. in Hiner 207 entitled
"How America Got it Right: The U.S. March to
Military and Political Supermacy".
The talk will be filmed by C-Span BookTV for later
broadcast, and is jointly sponsored by the Department
of History, Political Science and Philosophy and the
Citizen Leader/American Democracy Committee.
All students, faculty, and staff are invited to sit in.

gourmet pizza and Wawa iced tea
that were donated to the participants.
Pood wasn't the only perk.
Participants were enticed into
shameless begging for donations
by glitzy incentives.
A S50 donation was required
to plunge, but a commemorative
t-shirt was also awarded.
For those who desired to walk
away with more than hypothermia and a t-shirt, raising over
$150 earned a sweatshirt too.
Those who achieved higher
and higher brackets were
endowed one with a free hotel
room, a heavy duty tote bag, a
thick terry cloth robe, and finally
for the Gold Plunge Club, an
embroidered weather parka.
Participants could sign up
individually, or as a team.
They could choose to dive in
wearing swimsuits or costumes.
Any excuse to dress in outrageous outfits is liberating for
even the most suppressed inner

child. Sightings of plumbers bicycling down the boardwalk with
plungers super glued to their hard
hats may have appeared out of
place on any other day.
Teams of turtles, sharks,
pirates, Santa's elves, lumberjacks,
Mardi Gras hedonists, polar bears,
and hula dancers abounded.
Volunteers opened the gated
enclosure at 2 p.m. At the sound
of an alarm, participants rushed
to the briny waters.
Some chose to submerge themselves, others ran gleefully in and
out of the surf.
The brave souls in front were
probably in the frosty blue for
longer than they planned.
It didn't take long to get numb.
I didn't even realize that I had
lost my flip flops until I emerged
from the surf and looked down at
my feet.
Running into the icy cold
waters of the Adantic Ocean may
seem outlandish, figuratively as
well as literally.
But tiunv are certainly
proud to live in a society
where people are willing to
attempt ridiculous feats of
extreme
temperature
endurance in the name of
charity.
The sand in my beeswax
lip balm ensures that I
won't soon forget my
benevolent brush with
hypothermia.

Are you a rising junior or senior who ranks in the
upper 35% of your class?
Have you shown strong leadership in one or more ot'tliesc
areas'.'
• Scholarship
• Vthletics
Social. Service, & Religious Activities, and Campus
Government
Journalism. Speech, and the Mass Media
• ( reative and Performing Arts
If so, then you are eligible for membership in Omicron Delta
L4liU^HkiiiiKrMapjMff!T7(!{!f1kSlillJiVllJlJJil^RlviViI!f^iJiTtB
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Preseason Rugby: Longwood Takes on U.Va. And Virgina Gentlemen
John Graham
Rugby Coach

Saturday, the Longwood Men's
Rugby Club
traveled
to
Charlottesville to take on the
Virginia Gentlemen and the
University of Virginia in a preseason event.
The Virginia Gentlemen are a
senior mens' club based in
Charlottesville while U.Va. Is the
current champion of Division 1
in the Virginia Rugby Union dominated by Longwood with
(VRU). These matches repre- Neal Hurst capturing virtually
sented a significantly higher level everything that came his way.
of competition than has been Outstanding defense was led by
played in the past. The team was Justin Mulkey and Greg Hopkins
looking forward to tough, close at the centers and probing kicks
games after several weeks of by Tony Soules kept the opposipractice since the start of the tion at bay.
semester. The first game was
Finally, Scott Zavrel was able
against the Virginia Gentlemen.
to push through a score and with
The weather was horrible and the
Soules
conversion,
with rain falling most of the day, Longwood led 7-0.
The
ball handling was at a premium. Gentlemen were able to come
Longwood had the best of play back with a score of their own
most of the game. Line-outs were (conversion failed) but a short

penalty kick by Soules
left the final score 10-5
in favor of Longwood.
In the round-robin
competition
U.Va.
played the Gentlemen
and defeated them 10-0
to set-up a final showdown with Longwood
to see who would win
the day.
This would be the
—■
1
strongest competition
Longwood has faced in some
time and they proved up to the
task. Unable to dominate lineouts and scrums as in the first
game, Longwood turned to superior tactical defense to keep the
Cavaliers from scoring
The first part of the game was
played mostly in the defensive
end for Longwood and scoring
opportunities were scarce.
Crucial clearing kicks by Pat
Gorham at Fly-half and deep
coverage and tackling from
Ronnie "Rabbit" Smith were

essential in the tight overall
defensive effort. Finally, U.Va.
tallied the go ahead score on a
crisp forward movement. The
difficult conversion from the corner was missed and I-ongwood
trailed 0-5. With the ball in hand
for the ensuing kick-off,
Longwood applied offensive
pressure.
Clearing kicks were fielded by
Smith, Soules and Cody Switzcr
at the back and the counter
attacks kept U.Va. in their own
end of the field.
Finally, Justin Mulkey broke
through the lines and started a
passing movement that ended
with a Ronnie Smith try in the
corner of the end zone.
The game ended shortly after
the missed conversion and the
final score of 5-5 was a fair representation of the effort from
both teams.
To finish the day, Longwood's
B-side played against U.Va.'s Reside and lost 12-0. Longwood

was led by Mark Forseman at
scrum-half and Byron Trafton at
Fly-half. The B-side featured
about nine players who have never
played before and turned in an
excellent performance under the
conditions.
This weekend the team will
travel to Georgia Southern
University in Statesboro, Georgia
to play in the Black Rose
Tournament against elite competition in the south.
The club has set its schedule for
the Spring campaign with scheduled matches against more men's
clubs (James River), Division I
and II College teams (Radford,
VMI, VCU, Georgia Southern,
Coastal Carolina), and a traditional game against a revived
Hampden-Sydney Club.
New players are welcome at
anytime during the season.
Practice is held Tuesdays and
Thursdays at 4 p.m. on the field
behind Her. No experience is
needed.

Peace Corps at
Longwood University
February 16

Peace Corps
Life iscaiinp.
How far will you go?
800.424,8580
www.peacecorps.gQv

Information Table
12-4 p.m.
Student Union - Lankford Hall
Information Session
5 - 6:30 p.m.
Career Center - Lancaster Hall
Submit ye
pplica'
edule an rH
!• on ■
Fcr a
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Women s Golf Spring Preview
Cheric Ratte'
Cues! Wnitr

The Women's golf team will
enter the spring KMOfl without a
head coach. Kevin Fillman, head
coach of the men's golf team, will
help with the women's team until
a new coach is found. "I want the
best for both teams," said
Fillman. "1 want those ladies to
have as much success as what I
want our guys to have."
The women's golf team is led
by senior Stephanie Hicks. In the
fall season, Hicks had three second place finishes and one third
place finish. She ended with a
72.81 average through 11 rounds
of competition.
Other than Hicks, the team is
young, with three freshmen and
one junior. Fillman does not see
a young team as a disadvantage.
"I think that having Stephanie is
the best player Longwood has
ever had in women's golf and
having her there only makes the

freshmen want to be better," said
Fillman. "It not only helps this
spring, but down the road too."
In the fall season. Junior Pctra
\\strom had one top twenty and
an average of 79.27 with 11
rounds of play. The three freshmen, Mary Carmody (80.73),
Kara Spencc (85.91), and Jessica
Williams (79.45), have put their
first collegiate golf tournaments
in the record books and some
experience under their belts.
The team will open play on
Mar. 13 in Jacksonville, FL in the
Butler/North-South
Intercollegiate. The tournament
is one of four spring tournaments
that the women's team will compete in. The others will take place
in South Carolina, William &
Man-, and JMU.
The expectation of the team is
to continue their winning tradition. "We want to compete at a
very high level and challenge to
win tournaments." said Fillman.

In the Numbers Men s Golf Spring Preview
c Times Michele Kwan
was the favorite to win the
gold medal in women s figure skating and did not
win.
34 Medals won by United
States at the 2002 games
in Salt Lake City.
2\ J American athletes
competing in the Olympics
O New events added to
this year's Olympics
.OOz Margin of victory in
seconds that Silke
Kraushaar won over
Barbara Niedernhuber in
1998 for the luge women s
singles.
M Age of curler Scott

Preseason Review:
Longwood Women s Lacrosse Team
Emily Grove
Assistant iiditer

The Longwood Lacrosse team
will open its season at home on
Valentine's Day against the #2
team in the nation, Duke. Last
year, the team finished 12-3. This
season, the team is looking at a
tougher schedule, with several top
ranked teams to compete with.
Head Coach Janet Grubbs
believes that the team is ready for
such a tough schedule. "This is
probably the most talented team
we've ever had," said Grubbs.
'The lack of experience will be a

challenge, but the amount of skiU|
will be an amazing addition."
This season, the team will face
Boston College, Duquesne, JMU,
William & Mary, Oregon, La
Salle, Virginia Tech,
and
Davidson, among others. They
have doubled the number of Top
20 teams in their schedule.
"This is the most challenging
season that Longwood Lacrosse
has seen in a long time," said firstyear assistant coach Lynz Keys.
"Luckily, the girls all have workhorse attitudes and are prepared
to play."
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BaircL oldest winter
Olympian in the history of
the games.
Keys plays a major role in the
team's strength and conditioning,
which Grubbs says will influence
how the team fares against strong
competition. "My team is in terrific shape and they are ready for
the season." said Grubbs.
The senior tri-captains agree
that the work has paid off. "I'm
really excited about this upcoming season," said tri-captain Kelly
Gains. "We've worked really hard
in preseason to get ready to step
up to the plate."

The Rotunda wants to start a new page for
classified ads, but we need uour kelp!
Personals, Help Wanted, Rooms lor Rent ~
uou name it, we can kelp you advertise for it!
Please contact rotunda@longwood.edu with
"Classified Ad Wanted" in the subject heading, and
we'll respond with rates and information.
There are deals for on-campus and
off-campus interests.

Cheric Ratic'

top ten finishes, and two top
twenty finishes.
The men's golf team is in then
( ondj finished the season with
third year in the rcclassification «inc top ten finish and three top
process to Division I status.
twent) finishes.
Coach Kevin Fillman will
"It can be fruscoach the I-ancers for his eighth
trating at times
year.
because there are so
"We played a Division 1
man\ good players out
schedule for a long
there, but beating some
time," said Fillman.
of those good players
"It's not a big change
when w do play well is
for us. We have
extremely rewarding," said
always played in
Rosenstock.
Division I tournaThe team is fairly young,
ments."
with two freshmen, Allain
The men's golf team lost their Blanchard and Scooter Buhrman,
most valuable player last year, and one junior, Chris Shuford,
Trey Deal.
closing out the top five.
Deal led the nation in putting
Buhrman and Shuford each
during his final season at recorded one top twenty finish in
longwood.
the fall season.
'It is tough to replace a guy
Junior Brett Chambers and
like that but we've done it with Senior Michael Joyce will red shirt
more depth," said Fillman. this year.
'We've got a deeper team than
This will allow them to particiwhat we've ever had."
pate next season when the team
The team is led by two sopho- can compete in its first post-seamores, John Rosenstock and son competition at the Division I
Mark Coradi.
level.
Rosenstock ended the fall seaThe golf team will open their
son with one top five finish, two season at the Campbell/ Hargrove
B. Davis Invitational, followed by
Others see the season as an
other events in Florida, North
opportunity to grow as a strong
Carolina, Virginia, New Jersey and
lacrosse program. "We have 11
Ohio.
newcomers and they have reall)
"The way golf is, you have to
brought a lot of new talent to out
play one shot at a time," said
team and we've really dkjued so it
Fillman. "It doesn't matter what's
should be a good, but challenging
happening, what's coming next;
season for us," said tri-captain Ali
just right now. Campbell is the
Shafer.
first event, so that's the one we are
Tri-captain Emily Wilson say
most
looking forward to."
that the team is excited aboul
"1 believe that we have the type
playing such top-level teams. "It's
of golf team that can win college
going to be a lot harder, but I
golf tournaments," said Fillman.
think that we can do what it takes
to hopefully have a great season.'
Staff Writer

LANCERS UNITE! Beat JMU.
Lancer Lunatic Tailgate
Join the Lancer Lunatic Tailgate and the gametime unveiling of the new Longwood Lancer logo.
Music, food, and lots of free ituff at the tailgate.
|A chance to win one of six iPod Nanos at half-tine.
Saturday, February 18th
Lancer Lunatic Tailgate:
Noon - 2:15p.m. • Brock Commons
Lancer Logo Unveiling and
Win an
Tip-Off: 3:00pjn. • Willett Hall Gymnasium
iPodNano!
BeatJMW.
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Longwood Women s Softball Preview
Emily Grove
Assistant Editor
The I-ongwood Softball team will
enter competition this weekend
in Charlotte, NC. Last vear, the
lancers ended with a winning
season (32-20). This year, the
ladies will face a more grueling
schedule.
"I think the criteria is different
this year because the schedule is
different," said ninth-year head
coach Kathy Riley. "One of the
things that we use as criteria is
the national RP1 ranking. Last
year, wc were ranked 138th and
we use that as a judge because
there are 270 Division I Softball
teams in the country. This year,
wc would like to improve on that
and strength of schedule is going
to help us do that."
This season, the I-ancers will
compete against the returning
national champion, Michigan in
their first game of the season.
"It is Michigan's first game of
the season," said Riley. "We have
a better chance to do well early
than any other time in our season. We feel like wc can go out

there and win if we play a great
game."
In addition to Michigan, the
team will compete against other
big schools such as Florida,
Perm State, UVA, and DePaul.
"I think that if you're going to
do something, then do it at the
top level," said first-year assistant coach Mickey Dean. "You
won't know where you are as a
program or as a coach if you're
not competing against the best."
As far as the co-captains, junior Pepper Wilson and senior
Shamana Washington, are concerned, the team is ready to face
tough competition. "It's going to
be a tough season, but our team
is known for performing well
and there is nothing that we can't
handle," said Wilson.
"We have a tough schedule,
but we won't let them walk all
over us," said Washington.
"We're going to give them a
fight."
With the season approaching
quickly, Dean says that the real
competition in the players is

ready to come out. "We talk
about quality versus quantity,
whether it's in the classroom or
on the field," said Dean.
Dean also believes that the
players have more to learn as the
season approaches. He wants
the team to set goals and realize
the long-term commitment that
is required. "The joy of coaching is seeing each player reach
their goals and surpass where
they thought they could be," said
Dean.
Overall, the team has more
young talent than experience.
With 10 underclassmen and onlythree seniors and two juniors,
Riley says that there are still a lot
of opportunities for people as
far as positions are concerned,
but that the women are playing
well in practice to compete for
those positions.
"We are ready for this level of
competition that would help our
athletes understand the commitment level and die type of athleticism that is necessary to play
in the Top 20," said Riley.
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Building On Tradition

Photos From Wednesday's
Shenandoah Game
Top: Spirit fingers are thrown
in the air as a Lancer stand
at the free-throw line.
Right: Sophomore Dana Smith
dunks in front of the greet
crowd in the Lancers' 87-6t
victory over Shenandoah.
Below: Kappa Deltas and
other Lancer fans cheer on
their basketball team and display signs for support.
lourlay of Emily Grove

Enjoy Carefree Living
• no grass cutting • no leaf raking
no snow shoveling

rick
rick...
You are invited to leave a lasting legacy
at Longwood by purchasing a paver at the Brock Commons entrance
The pavers can commemorate your time at Longwood
in many creative wayj. list your name and class
year, a major, a hometown, an academic
department. Greek symbols, campus organizations rhe fmutbilnia are mMai! I he cost for each paver
is $55 and this special offer is limited to parents
•>! current student*, students, faculty and stafTonly.
If you arc interested in purchasing a paver,
simply slop by the Alumni Office, Lancaster 120
or email castcrdnv'longwood.cdu for an order
form. The deadline for ordering this year is
April 1. 2006. and the bricks will be in place
by the end of the summer.
Join the hundreds of Longwood supporters who
have already participated in this special Longwood
tradition by purchasing your brick today!

One Floor Living - No Steps!
• 2 Full Baths • 2 or 3 Bedrooms • Enclosed Patio
2-Story Plans with First Floor Masters Also Available

NEW Homes from $144,990

J.A. Wood Corp.

POM.

49 Tears of Quahtji Crafimanship
you expect in a home
www.jawoodecii-p.com

Model* Open Wed. - Sat. 11-5

MMr

(434) 392-2211
1517 Woodland Court
Located behind Longwood Wage
Shopping Center on Mlnwcod Road

•AjjpHed towani points and closing costs whan ustna Bolder racommaniltd L«nd«.

flee 6m Vakttti^l
Beat the Valentine's Day love rush and sign a lease
on a 3 or 4 BR Apartment!

C?

We guarantee you will fall in love with our
community and all we have to offer...

*

Sl9n

a lease by **£»
A receive
your
choice of
ece,
Y
and '
*%
Glft Pack!
$Gift CardsS or a m

M]QNGVJQ2D

W Pet Friendly

Phone:(434)392-7440

5®"

Website: SUnchase-longWOOd.COm
* Friendly Service
Email: sunchase-longwood@msc-rents.com J ^2^Maintenance
W Ample Parking

$

